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With the explosion of digital capabilities, 

industrial products are changing radically. 

Continuous enhancements of products

or cloud solutions during their lifetime, driven 

by data analysis from live systems, are a key 

success factor in an IoT world. This makes 

state-of-the-art approaches by IT companies, 

such as Continuous Delivery and DevOps, 

increasingly relevant for industrial companies 

as well. However, the required paradigm shift 

has a tremendous impact on the entire 

organization, especially in an industrial 

environment. Meeting industry regulations 

and quality expectations in a world of 

Continuous Delivery is the challenge that 

must be mastered. But it is well worth the 

effort: It opens up the "world of continuous" 

for industrial companies, with its endless 

opportunities, benefits and value-add for 

customers and the company.
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Digitalization changes everything

The vision – Continuous flow of value

to customers

Digitalization changes everything – a bold statement, but true. Increasing 

efficiency is only one aspect of digitalization. The other, and much more

impactful aspect is the revolution in the customer experience. With the boost

of digital capabilities, the nature of products will change. Transferring more and 

more functionality into software, combined with an ever-increasing connectivity

to products at customer sites or in the cloud, opens up tremendous new 

possibilities for companies and their customers.

"Software is eating the world" [1]

Coming from an age when IT was merely seen as a cost driver, we have entered 

the age in which IT is a driver of innovation. This holds true not only for IT 

companies, but for industrial companies in equal measure. The continuous 

enhancement of industrial products during their lifetime becomes a reality, and –

in the light of increasing customer expectations and competitor advancements –

a necessity. Combined with improvements driven by data analysis from 

operations, this leads to evolving products that are continuously enhanced

after delivery, or "fluid" products.

Continuous Delivery and DevOps – The revolution 

of the last decade

The daily and even more frequent enhancement of live systems is already 

common practice across many companies outside of industrial environments. 

Starting a decade ago [2], various approaches have been developed that have 

multiplied the deployment frequency within those companies by several orders of 

magnitude [figure 1], leading to a paradigm shift that affects all parts of the 

organization [3]. The most prominent of those approaches are Continuous 

Delivery [4] and DevOps [e.g., 5].

Changing product development

for a changing world

Today, these approaches have become state-of-the-art in IT companies and are 

also applied increasingly in other verticals, such as the retail, finance or logistics 

industries, as well as in B2B [e.g., 6]. A good indicator for the exponentially 

growing application of Continuous Delivery and DevOps is the number of 

DevOps Days – a popular conference series – that has increased from one 

conference in 2009 to almost eighty worldwide in 2018 [7]. Continuous Delivery 

and DevOps have already entered the realm of "Dummies books" [8] and much 

acclaimed novelistic descriptions [9, 10], manifesting their widespread 

application.

Typical IT

Company

Deployment 

Frequency

Quarter Month Week Day Hour Minute SecondYear

IT Unicorns
"Traditional"

Companies

Industrial

Companies

Figure 1: Typical deployment frequencies
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Benefits of continuous deployment

But why should a company invest in frequent deployment? What are the benefits 

of continuous enhancements to products during their lifetime for customers?

In short, the answer is that Continuous Delivery and DevOps fulfill the promise 

made by Agile development 25 years ago. These approaches drive the vision

of Agile and its benefits all the way to the customer [figure 2]. Continuous 

Delivery and DevOps further accelerate and extend the Agile feedback loop

with a high degree of automation and the integration of actual deployment of 

enhancements and operation of the product into the continuous feedback loop 

[figure 3]. This bridges the gap between development and operations, much as 

Agile bridges the gap between product management and development, and 

results in multiple benefits for a company and its customers

• Fast delivery of customer value and integration of customer feedback through 

delivery in much shorter cycles than today

• Continuous, data-driven increase of value throughout complete product lifetime 

due to enhancements based on operational data and A/B field experiments

• Up-to-date cybersecurity and improved quality and availability due to fast 

deployment of security patches and bug fixes

• Reduced deployment and operational risks through highly automated delivery 

of small changes. Vision: deployment is a "non-event"

Figure 3: From Agile development to DevOps

Plan Code Build Test Release Deploy
Operate

& Monitor

Agile

Development

DevOps Continuous Operations – i.e. evolving ‘fluid’ products

Continuous Deployment

Continuous Delivery

Continuous Integration & Test

Continuous Build

Development Operations

The extremely fast delivery of newly created value, bug fixes and cybersecurity 

updates to customers, combined with the ability to learn quickly from usage 

data, A/B experiments and canary releases, leads to the continuous 

enhancement of customer experience and maximizes customer benefit.

In addition, the optimization of development, delivery and rollout procedures 

through the controlled deployment of very small changes tremendously 

reduces deployment risks and operational impact. These benefits are reported 

by many companies already utilizing Continuous Delivery and DevOps [e.g., 

11, 12, 13] and are increasingly relevant for industrial companies as well [14].

Continuous Delivery and DevOps

combine speed AND stability

The vision – Continuous flow of value to customers

Figure 2: The DevOps cycle

Dev Ops
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With the boost in digital capabilities, much more frequent deliveries will also 

become critical for the success of industrial companies. The thorough 

digitalization of industrial products combined with an ever-increasing connectivity 

open up a world of new business models, allowing rapidly growing business 

fields to be exploited. Within these domains, customers increasingly expect 

continuous enhancements during the product lifetime along with product 

optimization driven by data analysis from operations [e.g., 6].

In an industrial environment as well, these demands require a shift from discrete 

product lifecycle management (PLM) and operation to continuous end-to-end 

development, deployment and operation. Applying state-of-the-art approaches 

from IT companies such as Continuous Delivery and DevOps in combination with 

the technical abilities of modern software development is becoming increasingly 

relevant for industrial companies also, especially in the area of IoT.

Digitalization + connectivity enable

greatly enhanced customer experience

There are different application scenarios within industrial companies that benefit 

from this paradigm shift. These can be cloud solutions operated by the company 

itself or a third party, as well as continuously evolving devices at customer sites 

operated by the customers, or a mix thereof [figure 4]. All benefits of continuous 

deployment described in the previous section apply equally to these industrial 

application scenarios. The concrete challenges and solutions differ, however: 

Whereas a cloud solution is typically one instance operated by the company 

itself, the continuous enhancement of on-premise software devices or embedded 

systems requires managing and updating many product instances operated by 

different customers at numerous customer sites.

It is important to note that Continuous Delivery in an industrial environment does 

not necessarily imply multiple releases per day into a production system, as is 

the practice of many IT companies. It stands for the move from yearly or longer 

release cycles to much more frequent deployments utilizing today's possibilities. 

Depending on the boundary conditions, this could be deployment into a 

production system with every sprint, or a release-on-demand policy with the 

ability to deploy enhancements, bug fixes and cybersecurity updates whenever 

desired. Even if there is currently no demand yet for frequent releases within a 

specific customer domain, keeping the system in a state that is continuously 

"ready" to release provides major benefits.

Continuous enhancement of industrial products

Figure 4: Industrial application scenarios

On-premise Embedded SystemOn-premise Software Solution

Cloud-based Solution Edge Application

AppsDigital Twin

Digitalization and Connectivity

The vision – Continuous flow of value to customers
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The challenge – Integration of industry

quality expectations

Legacy of an industrial company

The key to understanding the impact a shift to continuous deployment has on 

an organization is to take a closer look at the environment created in industrial 

companies in recent decades. Everything established in PLM – from business 

models, supplier relationships, processes, roles and organizational setups to 

tools and product architectures – was intended to optimize a project-based 

development and delivery approach. This paradigm also drives supplier and 

partner relationships, budget planning and reporting, incentive systems and 

even our company culture. In the world of Continuous Delivery and DevOps, 

however, a project-based approach is history; it is replaced by a continuous 

value stream [figure 5].

Stop thinking projects – Start thinking value stream

Today
Initial

market

launch

Release

of new

version

Release

of new

version

6 – 18 months 6 – 18 months

Project Project Project

Tomorrow

Initial

market

launch Frequent deployment of updates, enhancements, new features

M
M

P
1

Lean 

Startup
Continuous value stream

Figure 5: From project to continuous value stream, 1) Minimal Marketable Product

Industrial companies are restricted by multiple boundary conditions 

that are induced by the nature of their products and their use cases

• Norms and regulatory standards

• Industrial-grade quality expectations

• Systems composed of hardware, software and services

• On-premise devices

• Embedded systems

This results in multiple, significant challenges that must be addressed in order

to leverage the potential of an increased deployment frequency. PLM must be 

radically innovated to enable the application of Continuous Delivery and DevOps 

approaches in industrial environments. In addition to establishing a Continuous 

Delivery pipeline, it requires for example redefining responsibilities across 

development and operations; setting up a continuous quality approach to ensure 

permanent fulfillment of all formal and regulatory aspects along the value chain; 

adapting business models and relationships with customers, partners and 

suppliers; and making significant changes in the principles and culture of the 

industrial company and the current product architectures and technologies.

Delivering software in an industrial company

is a lot more than just functioning software

As these examples show, moving towards Continuous Delivery is a paradigm 

shift that affects all aspects of the organization significantly and requires a radical 

adaptation of current PLM approaches. The objective is an approach that 

achieves the same high industrial quality but enables much more frequent 

deployments to maximize customer experience and benefit. Although much 

progress has been made within the last decade in the Continuous Delivery and 

DevOps area, this is still mostly uncharted territory for industrial companies.
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Usability versus 
safety features 

24/7 fear

Customer concerns 
("never touch a 
running system")

Change 
in responsibilities

Dev and 
Ops silos 

Milestones and
Q-gates

Tests take days/weeks

Regulatory approval

Business
model

The challenge – Integration of 

industry quality expectations (2/2)

Figure 6: Challenges in an industrial company

[Figure 6] shows some key challenges industrial companies face when moving 

towards Continuous Delivery and DevOps. Although only selected examples, 

they already demonstrate the wide range of areas, departments and roles 

affected by such a transformation. Addressing these challenges requires 

significant changes in all aspects of PLM: business, process, organization, 

technology and culture.

The challenge – Integration of industry quality expectations
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"Continuous" affects the whole organization

Modern software development

requires a radical paradigm shift

Transforming the PLM from a project based approach to a continuous value 

stream is a radical paradigm shift: We are standing at the verge of the biggest 

change that PLM organizations have undergone since modern project 

management started in the 1950s. Even if we consider "continuous" to mean 

only weekly or monthly deployments, we still face a factor of one to two orders

of magnitude in deployment frequency compared to today’s project cycles.

7
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Your path to success

There are many different scenarios – especially within an industrial

environment – that benefit from the application of Continuous Delivery and 

DevOps approaches [see "Benefits of Continuous Deployment"]. Although they 

all strive for the much more frequent deployment of updates and enhancements 

into the live system, their concrete requirements and solutions differ. For this 

reason, specifying the organization's DevOps application scenario before 

addressing necessary changes in processes, organizational setup and 

technologies is key for a targeted and efficient transformation [figure 7].

Typical questions for specifying a DevOps application scenario include

• Is the product primarily a cloud-based solution, an on-premise device

or a mix thereof?

• Is it operating in a regulated or non-regulated environment?

• What are the desired deployment frequencies for the different change types?

• Should the deployment be a supplier push or a customer pull?

• Is the target real continuous deployment or the "ability to deploy

whenever desired"?

• Is the product operated by the supplier, the customer or a third party?

Based on these and similar parameters, the target DevOps

application scenario can be described as a basis for the

subsequent adaptation of processes, organizational setup

and technologies. There is a close link between the target

DevOps application scenario and the business model as

well, and – last but not least – to the KPI system. This must

be adapted to allow targeted measurement of the envisioned

benefits and verification of the effect of operational

improvement measures.

Define DevOps application scenario

DevOps 

Scenarios

Transition and Cultural Change

Technology

Business

Processes

Organization

Figure 7: DevOps transition
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A prerequisite for continuous deployment is to set up a continuous build, 

integration and delivery pipeline with a high degree of automation, including 

automated tests on multiple levels. Such a Continuous Delivery pipeline already 

provides huge benefits regarding built-in quality mechanisms and real-time 

quality status information of the software. However, some further aspects 

required for a formal release for deployment in an industrial environment are 

lacking, such as

• Addressing strategic and system-level aspects

(e.g., patent analysis, product risks)

• Formal approval and release documentation

(e.g., hazard summary report, risk management report, safety certification)

• Regulatory required sign-offs by functions independent of the DevOps team

• Up-to-date non-software artifacts

(e.g., user instructions, translations, operations guidelines)

In order to formally release and deploy a change

into a production environment, there are many

essential activities that cannot be covered by the

tool chain, no matter how sophisticated it is. Applying

the classical quality gate approach is not an option

anymore, however, as this would limit the deployment

frequency to figures not even near the desired target.

Therefore, a radical rethinking of the current release

process is required [15].

Master continuous quality

The most promising approach for a redesign transfers a key idea of the 

Continuous Delivery pipeline to the release process. Within such a fully 

automated tool chain every code change is instantly verified against the existing 

system. The primary focus is to verify that the code change does not break the 

running software, a mantra referred to as "Green to Green."

"Green to Green" – or continuous everything

This paradigm can be transferred to the formal aspects of an industrial product.

It implies a significant shift of quality evaluation activities to a continuous 

analysis and preparation stream. A successful run-through of this analysis and 

preparation must be a prerequisite for a change to be classified as "Ready for 

Development", i.e. those activities are "shifted left" in the PLM process. This is 

the core of the "Continuous Quality Concept", an approach that opens up the 

possibility, also for industrial companies, of deploying into production systems 

much more frequently than today [figure 8].

Figure 8: Continuous Quality Concept: "Green to Green"

Running 

software

Formal 

baseline

Formal 

baseline

Running 

software

No running 

software

No formal 

baseline

Project Continuous Value Stream

Formal 

baseline

Running 

software

+

Are all formal aspects 

verified and validated?

Your path to success

Is the software verified 

and validated?

Does a change break

the formal baseline?

Does a change break

the running software?
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In a project-type setup, there is a clear distinction between development and 

operations, activities typically performed by separate departments with only

a loose interlinkage. In a DevOps setup, this wall is torn down. A DevOps team

is supposed to develop, deploy and operate the product, as in the mantra "you 

build it, you run it" [16].

DevOps in industrial environments

requires more than a DevOps team

In an industrial company, however, there are many activities that cannot be 

addressed by a single DevOps team, or it is not efficient to do so. This is caused 

by several aspects of a typical industrial product, such as

• A high number of people required for development

and operation (can be a four-digit number)

• Field service for on-premise product instances

in dozens of countries or more

• A central platform operations team supporting

multiple product lines

• A central cloud support and governance team

for the complete organization

• Country-dependent requirements

(for 24/7 support, for example)

• Multiple interfaces to external suppliers,

providers and partners required to manage

the product ecosystem

There must be a shift in responsibilities towards the initial DevOps idea, but not

a complete "takeover" of operations by development [figure 9]. Therefore, rather 

than trying to establish a single DevOps team, it is key in an industrial company 

to set up an integrated DevOps organization with the most efficient responsibility 

and task distribution and corresponding team structure. A single DevOps team 

can be a suitable starting point if a new product field is started. Once it starts to 

become established in the market, though, a single team does not scale, but 

must be transferred into a DevOps organization.

Another organizational challenge for most industrial companies with a history of 

physical products results from entering new, digital-driven business fields such 

as cloud-based solutions. This requires operations tasks previously unknown 

within the company, driven by ITIL for example [17]. This – together with the 

move towards Continuous Delivery and DevOps – requires building up new 

competencies and skills.

Operations

Development

Operations

Development

Operations

Development

Project DevOps

Split responsibilities Shared responsibilities Shifted responsibilities

DevOps in industrial

environments

Understand the DevOps organization

Figure 9: The DevOps organization

Your path to success
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That Continuous Delivery and DevOps have a very high impact on culture is 

even more true for an industrial company. Moving from a project-dominated 

lifecycle to a continuous value stream has a significant impact on all aspects

of the organization [see "The Challenge: Integration of Industry Quality 

Expectations"]. By doing a thorough culture impact analysis one finds that most 

of the required changes also have a significant cultural impact. Examples of this 

impact include

• Dev and Ops must give up their traditional silos and sub-cultures and

become one team/organization sharing common responsibilities and goals

• Existing roles and responsibilities must be adapted; a tremendous change 

for quality managers as well as line managers, but also for teams

• Release processes must be continuous – based on automation, transparency 

and trust, not time-consuming retrospective verification procedures

• An extremely high level of quality is paramount for DevOps to work –

each DevOps team and employee must live up to a quality-first attitude

• An understanding of changed business models and customer, supplier 

and partner relations and their impact must be developed across

the organization

"Culture eats strategy for breakfast" [18]

All of these issues can be addressed and there are many measures to facilitate 

the necessary culture change. But a sustainable implementation requires a 

dedicated transformation and change management and continuous attention 

across all levels of the organization [see figure 7].

Exploit today’s software development technologies

Establishing a highly automated build, integration and delivery pipeline is a key 

element of Continuous Delivery and DevOps [4]. Many commercial tools are on 

the market that address different steps within the tool chain or manage the 

orchestration of the end-to-end flow. Selecting the right tool setup for your 

company requires a comprehensive analysis of your needs matched with 

available solutions.

Shift left and automate everything –
The vision: "Delivery is a non-event"

Success also strongly depends on the product architecture. Monolithic legacy 

systems are a strong hindrance to frequent deployments. Mastering aspects of 

modern software operation such as cloud technologies, infrastructure as code,

or real-time monitoring of operations and the delivery pipeline is a must for most 

application scenarios.

Establish a Continuous Delivery and DevOps 

culture

As already pointed out by many authors in the IT world, moving towards 

Continuous Delivery and DevOps is much more than implementing an automated 

delivery pipeline: It is first and foremost a culture change. Quality in every step, 

or "code craftsmanship", is paramount. The "green to green" mantra implies that 

most development effort is continuously invested in keeping the infrastructure 

and automated delivery pipeline up-to-date. Automating tests for just-released 

functionalities has a higher priority than developing new functionalities.

Your path to success
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Ensure a sustainable transformation

As Continuous Delivery and DevOps can be seen as the logical extension of 

Agile development approaches, all efforts in Agile are well invested; they are 

even a prerequisite. Also, integration of continuous deployment approaches

into a scaled agile implementation such as SAFe [19], for example, is possible. 

Another very import aspect – which is not further detailed in this whitepaper –

is the integration of security aspects into every step along the development, 

delivery, deployment and operation chain. The key is to apply the "shift left" 

mantra to security-related activities as well. Extended approaches such as 

DevSecOps [20] provide guidance on how this can be ensured.

From bottom-up approach to an organization-wide 

effort

Although already well established in the IT industry, Continuous Delivery and 

DevOps are currently mostly a bottom-up approach in industrial companies.

It is typically driven by development teams starting to utilize the enhanced 

possibilities of modern software technologies such as a highly automated 

delivery pipeline. The drawback of these bottom-up approaches, however, is that 

they neglect the tremendous impact a move to more frequent deployments has 

on non-technical aspects of the organization such as processes, organizational 

setup and company culture. In order to fully leverage the possibilities of the 

digitalization of products this bottom-up approach must be complemented

by a CEO-driven initiative to master this paradigm shift. Ensuring a thorough 

understanding of the required changes across all levels of the organization is an 

arduous, but necessary process. Only with a radical rethinking of PLM is scaling 

Continuous Delivery and DevOps possible – a prerequisite for successful business.

Utilize industrial experience

An industrial company cannot just rely on the standard Continuous Delivery and 

DevOps descriptions readily available. As in an Agile transformation, the key for 

an industrial company is transferring those state-of-the-art approaches – which 

are by now well established in the IT industry – into the industrial world. This 

brings in many new aspects and challenges affecting all parts of the organization 

as described in the previous sections. Utilizing the experience gained by other 

industrial companies in recent years greatly helps to ensure a fast and 

sustainable transformation towards Continuous Delivery and DevOps.

Our customers want products that

get better every day they use them!

Safely, securely and with 

industrial-grade quality! [21]

We are standing at the verge of the greatest change our PLM organizations

have undergone since modern project management began in the 1950s. But 

mastering this change opens up the "world of continuous" for industrial 

companies, with its endless opportunities, benefits and value-add for customers 

and the company.

The future is already here,

it’s just not evenly distributed [22]
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